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The new IPC generation from Beckhoff:  
“an immaculate member of a flock of sheep”
In your professional life, I’m sure you are familiar with the elated feeling you get 

when your new machine is successfully put into operation for the first time. Or 

when your team has presented a new, state-of-the-art HMI and the customers 

are delighted. Or your newly programmed 5-axis CNC works faster and with 

greater precision than ever before. − After all, it is this high level of identification 

with the project that drives us forward time and again when we keep looking for 

new and better solutions that enable us to tap into optimization potential – even 

if only in the details. And when we do, we are justifiably proud and enthusiastic 

about our achievements!

My colleagues say that I have a certain tendency towards such feelings of 

euphoria and that I am able to present any topic with infectious enthusiasm. 

And indeed, I can get very passionate about new things. Nevertheless, in order 

to spark this enthusiasm, I do need an appropriate occasion, in other words, a 

really well accomplished product or project. The new generation of ultra-compact 

Industrial PCs, which I would like to introduce to you today, is exactly the kind of 

occasion that gets me going. In developing this series of equipment, we focused 

on the truly essential, so to speak the existential, things that a PC should be able 

to do. The result is control systems that are smaller, more powerful, more flexible 

and affordable than anything on the market to date; and I think we are rightly 

so proud of this.

As Albert Einstein once said: “In order to be an immaculate member of a flock 

of sheep, one must, first and foremost, be a sheep.” Einstein most certainly did 

not have an Industrial PC in mind, when he created this metaphor for similarities 

being a prerequisite for parts of a whole. Nevertheless, I would like to use this 

analogy to take a closer look at the idea that is behind the continuous expan-

sion of the Beckhoff family of Industrial PCs: In order to meet all our customer 

requirements, we are working continuously on the scalability of our control solu-

tions so that they exactly meet your application requirements in terms of design, 

performance and price level. The new C6015 and C6030 series of ultra-compact 

Industrial PCs, which we are presenting in this issue starting on page 8, fit seam-

lessly into the Beckhoff IPC portfolio and – to stay in the picture – have been 

added to the flock of sheep as “immaculate members”.

I would like to present these two milestones of Industrial PC development to you 

personally to give you an impression of how much teamwork, know-how and de-

tailed problem solving are involved when high-end computing power is put into 

an ultra-compact design. After all, the simpler a solution might appear, the more 

sophisticated and sustainable it probably is. I’m sure you’ll share my enthusiasm.

As usual, the current issue of our PC Control magazine offers you a wide range of 

solutions and application reports from the field, all designed to help you succeed 

in your next automation projects.

Keeping this in mind, I sincerely hope you enjoy your reading!

Roland van Mark, 

Product & Marketing Management 

Industrial PC




